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Ultimate Strength Design of Thin-Wall Circular Bridge Piers

Calcul ä la limite des piles de pont circulaires ä parois minces

Bemessung dünnwandiger, kreisförmiger Brückenpfeiler
nach dem Traglastverfahren

R. F. WARNER H. J. BRETTLE
School of Civil Engineering. University of New South Wales, Sydney

1. Introduction

In normal circumstances bridge piers are subjected to sustained compressive
dead load forces and intermittent horizontal and vertical live load forces

which cause additional compression, in conjunction with bending moments

about axes parallel to and perpendicular to the bridge centre line. Use of
circular cross-sections for bridge piers simplifies the analysis of bi-axial bending,
while use of thin-wall circular sections results in a very considerable saving in
material over both solid circular and solid rectangular sections. The thin-wall
circular section is particularly appropriate when the transverse and longitudinal

moments are of the same order of magnitude. Hollow circular piers can be

cast rapidly and economically "in-situ" using modern construction methods,
such as the slip-form technique [1], so that savings in material may often more
than compensate for the additional construction costs.

The only readily available method of analysis and design of thin-wall
circular reinforced concrete members is contained in ACI Standard 505-44,

"Specification for the Design and Construction of Reinforced Concrete

Chimneys" [2]. In this code, equations based on elastic theory are derived for
the stresses in reinforced concrete chimneys subjected to dead load and
horizontal wind load.

It has however long been recognized that, in reinforced concrete compression

members, stresses computed on the assumption of elastic behaviour bear

little resemblance to those actually occurring, even under normal working
loads. The choice of appropriate allowable stresses is thus particularly difficult
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for compression members. Indeed, most so-called allowable stress methods of
design for reinforced concrete compression members are today based on
considerations of ultimate strength [3].

In the present paper, ultimate strength equations are derived for thin-wall
circular sections subjected to combmed axial compression and bending moment.
Design charts have been prepared from these equations, and are included to
facilitate calculations for ultimate strength analysis and design.

Several of the simplifying assumtions made in this study have also been
made in the elastic analysis contained in Reference 2. In particular, it is
assumed that the wall-thickness t is small compared with the mean radius r,
and that the reinforcing steel may be replaced by a continuous steel shell of
equivalent area, located on the mean plcumference ofthe concrete shell.

2. Notation

A,B,C,D non-dimensional trigonometric functions defined in Eqs. (25) to (28).
Ac total concrete area in cross-section.
As total steel area in cross-section.
e eccentricity of compressive force N.
ec concrete strain.
e'c concrete strain at maximum stress f'c in control test.
em concrete compressive strain at upper extreme fibre in section at ulti¬

mate load.
es steel strain.
es2 tensile steel strain at lower extreme fibre in section at ultimate load.
egy steel yield strain.
fc concrete stress.
fca allowable concrete compressive stress for elastic analysis.
fcw maximum concrete compressive stress in elastic analysis.
f'c maximum concrete stress obtained from control test.
/s steel stress.
fsa allowable steel stress for elastic analysis.
fsw maximum steel tensile stress in elastic analysis.
fgy steel yield stress.
k ratio of assumed maximum concrete stress in the pier section at

failure to control test strength f'c.

M resultant bending moment acting on section.
N compressive force acting on section.

p proportion of steel reinforcement; p AJAC.
P total compressive force in concrete above the neutral axis.
P non-dimensionalized form for P.
P' moment of P about the neutral axis.
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P' non-dimensionalized form for P'.
q reinforcement ratio; q -Pj?

*>fi (l-P) '

Q total compressive force in steel above the neutral axis.
Q non-dimensionalized form for Q.

Q' moment of Q about neutral axis.
Q' non-dimensionalized form for Q'.
r mean radius of section.

R strain ratio; R —.eay

S total tensile force in steel below the neutral axis.
S non-dimensionalized form for S.
S' moment of S about the neutral axis.
S' non-dimensionalized form for S'.
a angle defining position of neutral axis.
8 variable angle defining a typical point on the mean circumference;

measured at the geometric centre from the point of maximum
compressive strain.

83 angle defining point on mean circumference at which ec e'c.

dA angle defining point on mean circumference above the neutral axis at
which es e^y.

8h angle defining point below the neutral axis at which es e^..

3. Ultimate Strength Equations

3.1. Stress-Strain Relations

Experimental studies [4] have shown that the stress-strain relation for
concrete under short-term compressive loading consists of an initial, relatively
straight portion, in which stress is almost linearly proportional to strain,
followed at higher stresses by a curved portion in which the slope decreases at
an increasingly rapid rate. At the maximum stress, f'c, the curve is horizontal.
It then enters a final descending branch with decreasing stress but increasing
strain, as shown in Fig. 1.

Although the criterion for final crushing of the concrete appears to be
connected with the overall stabihty of the member [5], it is commonly assumed
that, in members subjected to pure bending or combined bending and
compression, concrete crushes at a hmiting strain value. In the ACI Building Code
[6], for example, the maximum strain in the extreme compression fibre at
ultimate strength is given as 0.003.

In the present analysis the actual concrete stress-strain relation in
compression will be ideahzed to that of an elastoplastic material. Fig. 1 shows the
initial elastic region extending to the point represented by a maximum stress
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t
COSÖg

COS04

COSa-l--

cos a + -

- cos a ¦

1 —cosa +

2rV
t

(2)

(3)

For relatively small values of eccentricity e, the tensile strain es2 may remain
smaller than e^ so that no tensile yielding of the steel oceurs. With larger
eccentricities, such that

R ^^ 1.0
esv

the point below the neutral axis at which the steel tensile strain is equal to
esy is defined by the angle 85,

>¦¦¦)-7 cosa—^|l —cosa+ —I. (4)

3.3. Equilibrium

The stress distributions in the steel and concrete at failure are shown in
Fig. 2 for the condition R> 1.0. With the wall thickness t assumed to be small
in comparison with the radius r, the concrete stress may be expressed as a
function of the variable angle 8,

fc kf'e forO^Ö-SÖ

H
cos8 — cosa

COS ö, — COS a
for 83 rg 8 ^ a.

In any small radial element above the neutral axis which subtends an angle
dd at the geometric centre, the concrete area is (1 — p)rtdd. The compressive
force acting on this element of concrete area is

—8
Neutral nxish-o(

i'^SX

Cross Section Strain
Distribution

Stee I Concrete
Stress Distributions

Fig. 2. Stress and strain distributions at ultimate load.
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dP fc(l-p)rtd8. (6)

The total compressive force in the concrete above the neutral axis is then

P 2fkfe(l-p)rtd8 + 2fkf'e
^ C°Sa(l-y)^

9=0 0=0, ccos03-cosav

i. e. P 2kf'c(l-p)rt sm a — sm i a —öo) COSa

cos 0,, —cosa
CO

The compressive steel stresses are

cos 0 — COS a
/•

cos 8. — cos
for 04 g 0 g

and the total compressive force in the steel becomes

sin a — sin 04 — (a — 04) cos a
Q^^f^prt cos 04 — cos a

(8)

For the condition in which the extreme tensile strain es2 equals or exceeds e^,
i. e. for R> 1.0, the tensile stresses in the steel below the neutral axis are

'mm cos a — cos 8

cos a — cos 05

Isy

and the total tensile force in the steel is

cos a — cos l

i. e. for

S 2J/W*pr *
0=a

E^ 1.0,

S =2fsyprt

cos a — cos l

for a ^ 0 g 05,

for 05 ^ 0 g tt

d8 + 2ffsyprtdd,

7T-0.+
sin a — sin 05 + (05 — a) cos a

cos a — cos
(9)

For the condition R g 1.0 the tensile strains nowhere exceed e^, so that the
steel tensile stresses over the entire ränge a^d^rr are

cos a — cos 8
fs Eses2—~r\is s si i+coga

_ cosa —cos0
Bfsv^-

The total tensile force then becomes,

for R^l.0,
S 2fsyprtR

+ COS a

sin a + (tt — a) cos a
1 + cos a

Equüibrium of forces requires that

N P + Q-S.

(9 a)

(10)
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This equation may be expressed in non-dimensional form as

N
2kf'c(l-p)rt

where q

P + q(Q-S), (11)

_ P (12)

sina —

sin a — sin 04 — (a — 04) cos a

— i sin a — sin 0~ — (a — 03) cos a /1D.P 83 + —§—± - (!3)
s cos 03 — cos a

ö — 8 ~ ~ (14)
4 cos 0a — cosa

For „_1.0,
I sin a - sin 05+(0s-a) cosa
S =TT—06-\ /j —) V1J/0 cos a — COS 05

but when J? _ 1.0,

S £_______?_:. (15a)
1 + cos a

A second equüibrium equation is obtained by considering the moments of
forces about the neutral axis of the section,

N(e-rcosa) P' + Q' + S', (16)

where P', Q' and S' are, respectively, the moments of the forces P, Q and S.

To obtain an expression for P', it is first noted that the lever arm of the

small compressive force dP (Eq. (6)) is r (cos0-cosa), so that

dP' fc(1 -p) (cos0-cosa)r2tdd
ö*

„ ,„ „, 7COS0 —COSa)2 H
and P' =gp/o(l-^)(cos0-cosa)r2^0 + 2jfe/ai-p)Vcosg3_COSa^^g-

Upon Integration, the above expression becomes

P' 2kf'c(l-p)r2tP', (17)

in which the term P' is the trigonometric relation

(a — 0„) (0.5 + cos2a) —1.5 sina cosa
P' sin 03 -03 cos a-p 2-'v

+

cos 03 — cos a

- 0.5 sin 03 cos 03 + 2 cos a sin 03
(18)

cos 03 — cos a

The moment Q' is likewise obtained from the integral

Q' 2]fspr2t (cos 8-cosa) d8
0=0

as Q' 2fsypr2tQ', (19)
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in which Q' sin 04 - 04 cosa + ("-^ (0-5 +cos2 a)-1.5 sina cosa
cos 04 — cos a

— Q.5sin04cos04 + 2cosasin04
cos 04 — cos a

In obtaining an expression for the moment S', two possible ranges of
values for the ratio R must be considered. When R 7z 1.0, the tensüe steel has
yielded in the region 05 _ 0 _ 77-, and so

o/ nc'i o (cosa — cosö)2 %'ifl; „S 2 f*vPrH~ -~d8 + 2 fSJ.pr2t(cosa-cos8)de.e=£ svr cosa-cos05 e=e>

The equation for S' then becomes

S' 2fsypr2tS', (21)

in which
% — a) (0.5 +cos2 a) + 1.5 sina cosaS' (tt - 06) e<Üa + sin 0S +

+

cos a — cos 05

+ 0.5 sin 0= cos 0K — 2 cos a sin 0=

cos a — cos 06

When R g 1.0, the steel stress remains in the elastic ränge so that

S' 2fRfsvpr2t{C°Scc-COSeJ2dd.
0=« S"r COSa-COS05

Integration of this expression yields

S' 2fsypr2tS',

llllph is identical to Eq. (21), however in this case

57 D (77 —a) (0.5 + cos2 a) + 1.5 sina cos a» =Ii— —tt— — —. (22a)
(1 + cosa) v '

Eq. (16) may now be written in non-dimensional form as

e
; P' + q(Q' + S')-= cosa+ _ - _ -=7. (23)r P + q(Q-S)

It wül be noted that the term q, defined in Eq. (12), is essentiaüy a non-
dimensional measure of the quantity of reinforcement in the cross-section.
The terms P, Q, S, P', Q' and S', which aü appear in Eq. (23), are non-dimensional

trigonometric functions ofthe angles a, 03, 04 and 05. When R^ 1.0 the
terms S' and S are obtained from Eqs. (22) and (15), however when R^ 1.0
Eqs. (22a) and (15a) are applicable. Equations for the other trigonometric
expressions are not affected by the value of R.

The above equations may be used to evaluate the load N which, at
eccentricity e, wül cause faüure of a thin-waü circular section. A trial value of a is
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chosen, i. e. of the position of the neutral axis, and the angles 03, 04 and 05 are

evaluated, and thence e. The correct value for a has been chosen when this

computed value for e is equal to the actual value. With the correct a found by
trial and error, the force N can be evaluated.

4. Ultimate Strength Design

4.1. Design Charts

The procedure outlined at the end ofthe previous section for calculating the

ultimate load N would in practice prove to be time consuming and tedious. The

non-dimensional form in which the equations have been developed is however

suitable for the preparation of design curves which can very much simplify and

shorten the design procedure.
Eq. (23) is first rewritten as

e C + qD ,„..-=cosa + -j—^-s (24)
r A + qB

in which A P, (25)

B Q-S, (26)

C P', (27)

D Q' + S'. (28)

The terms A, B,C and D are functions ofthe angles a, 83, 04 and 05. However,

in any given Situation where the ratios e^/e^, e'Je^ and tf2r are known, the

angles 03, 04 and 05 are functions only of the angle a. Thus, for any particular
value of a, 83, 04 and 05 can be evaluated and hence also the terms A, B, C and

D. It is then possible, using Eq. (24), to determine the set of efr values

corresponding to any given set of q values. By choosing successive values for a, data

can be obtained for the construction of a design chart which allows values of a,

and also A, B,C and D, to be read immediately for any given eccentricity ratio

efr and reinforcement ratio q. A set of design charts would however be required

to aüow for possible variations in the ratios e^fe^, e'clecu and tf2r.
A Computer program was written in Fortran II language to produce the data

required for the plotting of such design charts. In the program, values are read

in for e'c, em, e^ and t\2r and data is generated for « values varying between

30 degrees and 180 degrees in 10 degree intervals, and for q values varying
between zero and 1.0 in increments of 0.05. The program has been run on an

IBM 1620 Computer for an extensive ränge of input data, and charts prepared

from four such runs are presented in Figs. 3 to 6.
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4.2. Effect of Ratio t/2 r

Although the ratio of wall thickness to diameter, t/2 r, will have a decisive
effect on the ultimate strength of the section, the effect of variations in t/2 r on
the non-dimensional quantities A, B,C and D, and hence in the design chart, is
relatively slight. In several Computer runs with constant values of e^ 0.001,
e'c 0.002 and em 0.0034, the influence of the ratio tf2r was investigated. A
large change in value from zero to 0.2 produced small variations in the curves
which correspond to a maximum Variation in N of the order of seven percent.

This relatively slight effect does not appear to Warrant the use of additional
charts, and in the preparation ofFigs. 3 to 6 the tj2r ratio has been taken as zero.

4.3. Effect of Ratio e'Jem

The ratio e'Je^ determines the shape ofthe concrete stress-strain relation and
hence the shape of the concrete compressive stress block above the neutral
axis. The design charts presented in this paper have been prepared using the
commonly quoted values of e'c 0.002 and em 0.0034.

Previous ultimate strength studies have shown that the shape assumed for
the concrete stress block is of secondary importance in determining the ultimate
load for "tension" type failures, i. e., for failures in which yielding oceurs in the
steel in the extreme tension fibres. In thin-walled bridge pier design the
eccentricity ratio will usually be sufficiently large to ensure a tension type failure.
Nevertheless, a small region has been included on the extreme right hand side of
each design chart, where a approaches 180 degrees, for which P<1.0, i. e.,
^s 2 *•¦ &sy ¦

Several runs were therefore made on the Computer with a constant value of
0.0034 for em and with e'c varying between 0.001 and 0.002. As expected, increases

in the ratio e'Jecu did not have any significant effect for the smaller a values.
However, with a values sufficiently large to ensure R < 1.0, the positions of the
design curves were found to be sensitive to variations in e'Je^,. For a particular
extreme case where /^ 30000psi, a 180 degrees and q 0.5, then as e'c

changes from 0.002 to 0.001 the eccentricity ratio was found to change from
0.35 to 0.27. However we are more concerned with the change in magnitude of
the axial force capacity N. It can be seen from Eq. (29) that for a particular
cross-section, Variation of N can be measured by Variation of the term (A+qB).
For the above example when e'c 0.002, then from Fig. 3, A 2.04 and B 2.40,
hence (A+qB) 3.24. As a comparison, with the same values for fsy, q and
efr, the values corresponding to e'c 0.001 are a 150°, A 2.22 and B 2.13.
Hence (A+qB) 3.28, which results in a Variation in iV of only 0.1% as e'c

changes from 0.002 to 0.001. This very slight effect on ultimate load arises from
the fact that values of A and B are not very sensitive to variations in a for a
values approching 180 degrees.
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It is therefore concluded that, even in the extreme situations considered

above, preparation of additional design charts for variations in e'cfecu is not
warranted.

4.4. Design Procedure

Under normal circumstances, the bridge superstructure will have been

previously designed, and the worst combinations of axial loads and transverse

and longitudinal moments due to dead and live loads will be known. The design

of the pier proceeds by a trial and error procedure in which a section is chosen

and then checked for adequate strength. The total axial force and the resultant

of the transverse and longitudinal moments are calculated for the trial section

and multiplied by the appropriate load factors.
The eccentricity ratio efr and the reinforcement ratio

„ _ fsvP

kf'c(l-p)

are then evaluated. The correct values of A and B for the trial section are then

obtained directly from the appropriate design chart. It is to be noted that each

design chart presented in this paper has been prepared for a particular steel

yield stress. The four charts contained in Figs. 3 to 6 thus allow calculations

to be made for reinforcing steels with yield stresses of from 30,000 psi to

75,000psi. A value of 30XlO6psi has here been assumed for the modulus of

elasticity of the steel.
The ultimate load N is then calculated as

N 2kf'c(l-p)tr[A+qB]. (29)

Provided the calculated ultimate load N exceeds the factored design load the

section is safe.

The moment at failure can be found immediately from N as N e, however an

independent check can be made using Eq. (30).

Ne 2kf'c(l-p)tr2(C + qD)+Nrcosa. (30)

The design charts have been prepared for the following ranges of variables:

30^a^ 180 degrees,

30,000 ^ fsy ^ 75,000 psi,

O^r^l.O.

Furthermore, only eccentricity ratios sufficiently large to ensure tension over

part of the cross-sectional area, but less than 4.0, are considered. These ranges
have been chosen to include all values which would normally be met with in

bridge pier design.
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4.5. Design Examples

To illustrate the use of the charts, calculations are made to determine the
ultimate strength of two hollow circular bridge pier sections. Both sections had
been designed previously on the basis of permissible stresses using the elastic
analysis contained in Reference [2]. The results of the elastic analysis, which
will allow an estimation to be made of the load factor against failure, are
presented in the following table, together with cross-section details.

Example A Example B

Design Load 625 k. 1,087 k.
Design Moment 11,780 k. in 90,700 k. in

Jca 1,350 psi 1,350 psi
Jsa 18,000 psi 30,000 psi
Jcw 1,240 psi 1,280 psi
Jsw 1,790 psi 18,000 psi
kfe' 3,000 psi 3,000 psi
fsy 30,000 psi 60,000 psi
n 10.0 10.0

r 33.5 in 62.5 in
t 5.0 in 7.0 in
e/r 0.563 1.34

P 0.010 0.014

In Example A the reinforcement ratio is computed as q 0.101. It is
assumed that the same load factor applies both to horizontal and vertical loads,
i. e. to the axial force and bending moment, so that, at failure, the eccentricity
ratio remains efr 0.563. On entering the design chart in Fig. 3 with the above
values for q and efr one obtains the values a= 130 degrees and hence A 1.75,
B 1.56. The ultimate load is then calculated from Eq. (29) as

N 2 X 3000 X (1 - 0.01) X 5 X 33.5 [1.75 + 0.101 X 1.56] 1,900 kips.

The load factor in this case is therefore 1900/625 3.05.

In Example B the reinforcement ratio is computed as q 0.284, and with
efr 1.34, the values A +1.15, B —0.3 are read directly from Fig. 5. The
ultimate load is thus

N 2x3000x(l-0.014)x7x62.5[1.15 + 0.284(-0.3)] 2,750 kips,

which gives a load factor of 2750/1087 2.53.

5. Concluding Remarks

Information has been presented in this paper to facilitate the design of
thin-wall circular reinforced concrete bridge piers by the ultimate strength
method. Consideration has been given only to the ultimate load of sections
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subjected to combined compression and moment, consequently problems such

as instabihty, additional moment due to lateral deflection, etc., have not been

taken into account in the preparation of the design charts. The question of

appropriate load factors also has not been discussed, since code values vary con-

siderably from country to country.
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Summary

Ultimate strength equations are presented for the analysis and design of

thin-wall circular reinforced concrete bridge piers. The equations have been

incorporated in a Computer program which has been used to generate data for

the plotting of design charts. Four such design charts, presented in the paper,

greatly facilitate the design procedure.

Resume

Des equations basees sur le calcul plastique sont presentees pour le

dimensionnement des piles de pont circulaires ä parois minces en beton arme. Ces

equations ont ete programmees pour etre traitees par un ordinateur qui a
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etabli les donnöes necessaires ä l'execution d'abaques de calcul. Quatre de ces
abaques, pr^sentees ici, facüitent grandement le dimensionnement.

Zusammenfassung

Gleichungen für die Bemessungen von dünnwandigen, kreisförmigen Brük-
kenpfeilern nach dem Traglastverfahren werden aufgestellt.

Mit Hilfe einer elektronischen Rechenmaschine wurden Berechnungen
durchgeführt, die für das Aufzeichnen von Bemessungskurven benutzt wurden.
Vier Bemessungskurven werden vorgelegt, die die Bemessung von solchen
Brückenpfeilern beträchtlich vereinfachen.
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